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Abstract 

Analog to digital converters (ADCs) are the fundamental building blocks in communication 

systems. The need to design ADCs, which are area and/or power efficient, has been common. 

Various ADC architectures, constrained by resolution capabilities, can be used for this purpose. 

The cyclic algorithmic architecture of ADC with moderate number of bits comes out to be 

probably best choice for the minimum area implementation. In this thesis a cyclic ADC is 

designed using CMOS 65 nm technology. The ADC high-level model is thoroughly explored and 

its functional blocks are modelled to attain the best possible performance. In particular, the 

nonlinearities which affect the cyclic/algorithmic converter are discussed. This ADC has been 

designed for built-in-self-testing (BiST) on a chip. It is only functional during the testing phase, 

so power dissipation is not a constraint while designing it. As it is supposed to be integrated as 

an extra circuitry on a chip, its area really matters.  

The ADC is designed as 10-bit fully differential switch-capacitor (SC) circuit using 65nm 

CMOS process with 1.2V power supply. A two stage Operational Transconductance Amplifier 

(OTA) is used in this design to provide sufficient voltage gain. The first stage is a telescopic 

OTA whereas the second is a common source amplifier. The bottom plate sampling is used to 

minimize the charge injection effect which is present in the switches. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, the manufacturing of portable electronic devices stimulates the need of more power 

and area efficient ICs. On the other hand, this tends to impose limitationson the attainable 

dynamic range and signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the analog circuitry. The common challenge is 

to design an analog circuit achieving the desired level of performance by using low supply 

voltages and less chip area.  

In modern electronicsanalog circuits are being replaced by digital circuits. However, they cannot 

be removed if the electronics mustinteract with real life to measure physical quantities, where 

continuous amplitude signals are found [1].  

In today's technologies, MOS transistors typical channel length can be estimated in tenths of 

nanometers (90nm, 65nm, 45nm, 32nm). Due to this nano-scale technology, designing of analog 

blocks becomes a challenging task [2], [3]. In this case the short channel effects, occurring in 

transistors, create difficulties for engineers such as velocity saturation, subthreshold conduction 

or drain induced barrier lowering [4]. Certainly, reducing the power supply voltage results in 

lower voltage swing, whereas reducing the channel length results in decreased output resistance 

of transistors, which limits the intrinsic gain of these devices. In all such conditions engineers 

have difficulties to design high performance, high gain Op-Amps for mixed-signal circuits such 

as ADCs [5].  

As digital devices only process digital data, they only accept a digital input. Therefore, if a 

continuous time-varying input is sent to such a device, an ADC is required. ADCs are commonly 

used in digital signal processing, multimedia, scientific instruments, etc. 

An analog to digital converter (ADC) is a device that converts a continuous physical quantity to 

a digital number that represents the quantized amplitude. This conversion involves the 

quantization of the input, so it introduces some errors. Instead of doing a single conversion an 

ADC often performs the conversions in several steps. The respectivesequence of digital valuesis 

found by convertinganalog signal of continuous time and continuous amplitudeto digital signalof 

discrete time and adiscrete amplitude. 

A difficult step is to choose asuitable ADC architecture for the intendedapplication. It is found 

that there is always a tradeoff amongthe resolution, speed, power consumption, and thechip area 

overhead. It problem will be discussed in chapter 2. 
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1.1 Motivations 
Testing of a mixed-signal IC has become a hard task. The main problem comes from the fact that 

most mixed-signal circuits are tested for functionality, which is expensive and a time-consuming 

process. To solve this problem, a technique of built-in-self-testing approach (BiST) can be used, 

in which both test signal generation and measurement are performed on the same chip or at least 

the same board. 

Portable devices and on chip design require building blocks of a very small size. This demand is 

particularly important for test circuitry such as an extra ADC placed on a chip. In chip design a 

rule of thumb is not more than 10% of the chip area can be sacrificed for the test purposes. There 

are several ADC architectures to be considered in terms of their application to on chip test.To 

achieve low power and high resolution; ADC architectures employs switched capacitor (SC) 

circuits which are really popular in recent times. On the other hand, they are faced by many non-

ideal effects such as offset errors in op-amp and comparators, charge injection in analog switches 

or folding of thermal noise [6]. Fortunately, several techniques exist to compensate these effects. 

Also area efficientcyclic ADC, presented in this work, is well suited forthis kind of corrections. 

In this project, the target is to design an area efficient 10-bit cyclic ADC for low frequency 

applications. This ADC is aimed atbuilt-in self-testing formixed-signal chips.  

Process Technology  65 nm 

Power Supply 1.2 V 

Input Frequency Up to 10 kHz 

Conversion Rate Up to 1 Msps 

Reference Voltage 1 V 

Input Range -500mV to +500mV 

Resolution 10 bit 

Table 1.1. Thesis specifications 

1.2 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is composed of seven chapters. Each chapter is organized in a step by step process to 

design a cyclic ADC. Two design abstractions of the ADC are presented and verified by 

simulation, the system level and transistor level models.  

Chapter 2 gives a brief background of analog to digital converters. Different architectures of 

ADC are discussed and compared. An overview of the ADCs is provided in terms of their 

fundamental performance metrics.  
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Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the cyclic ADC architecture and different non-idealities 

which can limit the performance of the cyclic ADC are discussed. 

Chapter 4shows a high-level model of the cyclic ADC and its working principle is described in 

detail. All blocks which are required in the implementation of the cyclic ADC are discussed. The 

simulation results obtained with based this model are also presented.  

Chapter 5 shows the circuit level implementation of the cyclic ADC. Each block is designed at 

the transistor level using 65 nm CMOS technology. Non-idealities in each block are discussed 

and different techniques are adopted to minimize their effects.  

Chapter 6provides results based on various circuit-level simulations. A comparison of the high-

level model and the circuit level model is also included in this chapter.  

Chapter 7 gives an overall summary of the presented work and future work.   
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2. Background of Analog to 

Digital Converter 
 

This chapter gives an overview of different types of ADC architectures including tradeoffsin 

their specifications. This chapter also discussesthecircuit performance parameters of ADCs.  

2.1 ADC Architectures 
There are much architecture of ADCs but in principle they fall in two categories, Nyquist and 

oversampling ADCs. The Nyquist ADCs operate at sampling frequency that is at least twice the 

bandwidth of a signal. The oversampling ADCs operate at sampling frequencies that are much 

higher than the signal bandwidth. These ADCs are accurate, but they usually require a larger area 

on the chip and also consumemore power.  

The comparison of several ADC architectures is shown in Table 2.1 [7]. 

 

Conversion 

Rate 

Resolution Type of ADCs Accuracy 

 

 

Fast 

 

 

> 6 bits 

Flash  

Two-step 

Interpolating 

Folding 

Pipelined 

Time-interleaved  

 

 

 

High 

Medium > 10 bits SuccessiveApproximation 

Algorithmic/Cyclic 

 

Medium 

Slow > 14 bits Integrating Low-to-

Medium 

Table 2.1. Comparison of several ADC architectures. 

Several architectures have been developed which achieve different place on the resolution - 

sampling rate plane as shown in Fig. 2.1 [8]. 
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Figure 2.1.Sampling rate vs resolution of ADC architectures 

A critical step is to choose a suitable ADC architecture for the desired application. It is found 

that there is always tradeoff among the resolution, speed, power consumption and area on a chip. 

For example, by using flash ADC, highconversion rates can be obtained(> 1 GS/s) [9] at the 

expense of high power consumption and large area, while the resolution is limited. Pipelined 

ADCs are also giving rise to relatively high speed with high accuracy conversion [10]. However, 

due to their multistage architecture they require a relatively large area on a chip. SAR ADC has a 

large number of capacitors, so its area tends to be large as well. Some of the architectures are 

discussedin more detail below. 

2.1.1 Flash ADC 
Flash analog to digital converter is also known as parallel ADCs or direct conversion ADC. 

These are the fastest way to convert an analog signal to digital signal. To require a suitable 

bandwidth for application, Flash ADCS are very suitable. However, flash converters consume a 

lot of power, but have comparatively low resolution and are quite expensive. These limits are for 

high frequency application which cannot be expressed in any other way. In a place of these 

comparators, most other ADCs substitute more complex logic and analog circuitry which can be 

scaled more easily for increased precision. For example, data acquisition, satellite 

communication, radar processing, sampling oscilloscopes and high density disk drives. 
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2.1.2 SAR ADC 
A comparator is used in successive-approximation ADC, to successively narrow an input voltage 

range. The converters compare the input voltage to the output of an internal digital to analog 

converter (DAC) at every successive step, which might be an average voltage of a selected 

voltage range. The approximation is stored in a successive approximation register (SAR) at every 

stage of this process. Successive-approximation-register (SAR) analog-to-digital converters 

(ADCs) are often the architecture of choice for medium-to-high-resolution applications, having 

the sample rate of 5 MSps. SAR ADC provides low power consumption as well as a small form 

factor with most commonly range in resolution from 8 to 16 bits. Due to these combination, it 

becomes an ideal choice for the variety of applications, such as portable/battery-powered 

instruments, pen digitizers, industrial control and data/signal acquisition. New SAR ADC 

includes now calibration to improve their accuracy from less than 10bits to up to 18bits. Also, a 

new technique use non-binary weighted DAC and/or redundancy to solve the problem of non-

ideal analog circuits and improve speed. Conversion time is constant and independent of the 

amplitude of an analog signal. Conversion rate typically limited by finite bandwidth of RC 

network. For high resolution, the binary weighted capacitor array can become quite large.  

2.1.3 Pipelined ADC 
A pipelined ADC is a modification of the successive-approximation ADC, where the feedback 

reference signal consists of temporary conversion of a whole range of bits rather than just the 

next MSB.Using the merits of the successive approximation and the flash ADCs, pipelined 

ADCs are the fastest and has a high resolution. The pipelined ADCs have lesser area than Flash 

ADC but has a larger area than successive-approximation ADC, due to its multistage. The 

pipelined analog-to-digital converter (ADC) has become the most popular ADC architecture for 

sampling rates from a few mega samples per second (MS/s) up to 100MS/s, with resolutions 

from 8 to 16 bits. This sampling rate covers the wide range of applications including CCD 

imaging, digital receivers, ultrasonic medical imaging, base stations, digital video for example 

xDSL, HDTV, cable modern and fast Ethernet. 

2.1.4 Cyclic/Algorithmic ADC 
Algorithmic or Cyclic ADCs are somehow similar to pipelined ones due to the same principle of 

residue voltage amplification after each cycle. The main difference between the two topologies is 

that cyclic ADC consists of only one gain stage and the residue is reconstructed and fed back to 

the input after every cycle. It has smaller areaand rather low sampling rates. Both ADCs are 

usually based on switch-capacitor (SC) circuits which contain high gain op-amps that create a 

design challenge.However, the cyclic ADC has less area than SAR ADC due to smaller number 

of capacitors andit is suitable for signals of low or moderatefrequency.  

In effect, the cyclic/algorithmic ADC seems to meet all the requirementsformulated for this 

thesis project. This converter will be discussed in detail in beginning from chapter 3. 
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2.2 ADC Performance Metrics 
To determine the circuit performance of ADCs the related fundamental definitions and 

parameters should be recalled [10].  

2.2.1 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
It is a ratio between signal power and noise power. In this ratio, noise represents a quantization 

error and noise in the circuit. Inideal conditionsonly quantization error is considered. In this case 

SNR is given by, 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  6.02𝑁 +  1.76  𝑑𝐵      (2.1) 

2.2.2 Signal to Noise Distortion Ratio (SNDR) 
It is a ratio between signal power and noise power plus harmonic distortion. It measures the 

purity of the signal as all functional parameters add noise to the design.  

𝑆𝑁𝐷𝑅 =  
𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑔

𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 +𝑃𝑇𝐻𝐷
       (2.2) 

2.2.3 Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) 
THD measures harmonic distortions in a signal. It is a ratio of the sum of amplitudes of all 

harmonic components to the amplitude of the fundamental frequency component. 

𝑇𝐻𝐷 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔  
 ∑𝐻𝑘

2

𝐴 𝑓𝑖𝑛  
       (2.3) 

2.2.4 Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) 
For high resolution, a data converter is always designed with a definite accuracy. ENOB is a 

metric which estimates how accurate the converter is. The ENOB is expressed as 

ENOB = 
𝑆𝑁𝐷𝑅−1.76

6.02
       (2.4) 

2.2.5 Figure of Merit 
There are many ADC architectures, some have very high conversion rate but low resolution, 

whereas some have very high resolution but they consume lot of power. Some are very power 

efficient but slow in speed. Simply it is hard to compare the different ADCs one to another 

because of their tradeoffs. While comparing different ADCs, this is called Figure of Merit (FoM) 

which is used, it is a universal estimate of how good the design is. The lower the FoM, the better 

the design. The common expression used as FoM for ADCs is 
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FoM =
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

2 .  𝑓𝑖𝑛  . 2𝐸𝑁𝑂𝐵
       (2.5) 

2.2.6 Differential Non-Linearity (DNL) 
In an ideal ADC, the output code follows a straight line as a function of the analog input. When 

analog value is increased by a certain amount, the output code is incremented by 1. Therefore, a 

stepped output code is achieved, whose width remains constant equal to 1 LSB, which isan ideal 

case. In the real ADCs, this width could be different in many cases. So the difference between 

the actual step width and ideal one is called DNL. 

 

Figure 2.2. Differential Non Linearity. 

2.2.7 Integral Non-linearity (INL) 
In addition to DNL in real ADCs, there is also a deviation function from the ideal straight line 

which is shown in the figure. The maximum difference between the actual ADC transfer function 

and the straight line is called INL. 

 

Figure 2.3. Integral Non Linearity. 
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2.2.8 Coherent Sampling for SNR measurement 
Time domain simulation can becarried out to measure the performance of the ADC using a pure 

sinusoidal input. After the transient period the steady state response is attainedand then M 

samples of the output signal are collected. The spectrum of the sampled signal is calculated 

through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). To reduce the spectrum leakage in the simulations, 

coherent sampling is used. The coherent samplingis identified as a certain relation between the 

input frequency 𝑓𝑖𝑛 , sampling frequencyn 𝑓𝑠, number of cycles 𝑁𝑠 and number of samples M in 

FFT. The expression which represent this relation is  

𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑓𝑠
=

𝑁𝑠

𝑀
       (2.6) 

Additionally we also require the NS and M to be mutually prime numbers that may call for 

replacing FFT by DFT, which is more flexible when choosing the number of samples. 

2.3 Summary 
In this chapter, an overview of various ADC architectures was presented along with their 

different tradeoffs. There are two fundamental types of ADCs, the Nyquist and oversampling 

ADCs.  

The Flash ADC is the fastest ADC available, but it has a complex circuitry and high power 

consumption. The SAR is a popular choice of designers due to the size although its large 

weighted capacitor array tends to increase the chip area. The pipeline ADC gives high resolution 

and high accuracy, but its multistage design also requires a larger area on chip. The cyclic ADC 

has a minimum area as compared to the others and its design simplicity makes a good choice for 

the purpose of the thesis project.  

Different ADC performance parameters are discussed, which will be verified throughout the 

design work to guarantee the intended performance. Basically, both the dynamic and 

staticcharacteristics of the ADC should be addressed such as SNR, SNDR, ENOB, THD, INL, 

and DNL.  
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3. Introduction toCyclic ADC 

3.1 Algorithm Approach 
Any continuous analog voltage 𝑽𝑖𝑛  can be represented by N-bit binary code using a recursive 

binary search algorithm [5]. Pipelined and cyclic ADCs are based on this algorithm that makes 

them algorithmic ADCs. The Figure 3.1, presents a block diagram of the cyclic ADC: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Cyclic/Algorithmic ADC. 

In the cyclic ADC, the input voltage V(i) changes in every iteration step but the reference voltage 

remains the same all the time. To understand the working principle of the cyclic ADC in detail, 

we are going through the whole conversion procedure.  

For N-bit cyclic ADC, the available voltage range, this is divided into 2N-1 regions. The input 

signal Vin, after being sampled and held, is amplified by a factor of two and simultaneously 

compared with the threshold voltage. If the compared signalis greater than the threshold voltage, 

the decision bit 𝐵 𝑖  is set to 1 and thereference voltage is subtracted from the amplified signal. 

In the opposite case, 𝐵 𝑖  is set to be -1 and the reference voltage is added to amplified signal. 

To get the conversion with the resolution of N bits, the operation must be repeated N times from 

the residue voltage 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 .  

The conversion equation can be expressed as: 
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Ɐi ∈ 1,𝑁 ,   𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑖) = 2𝑉(𝑖) - 𝐵 𝑖  ∙  𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓     (3.1) 

  where, V(i) =  
𝑉𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑓𝑖 = 1,

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑖 𝑖𝑓∀𝑖≠ 1,
  

  and 𝐵𝑖 =  
1         𝑖𝑓  𝑉(𝑖) > 𝑉𝑡 ,
−1       𝑖𝑓 𝑉(𝑖) <   𝑉𝑡 .

  

The residue output is then driven back to the input at every N cycle to generate N-bits. In the 

fully differential implementation, the corresponding threshold voltage is 0. The input voltage 

range is determined by the reference voltage 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 , a𝑉𝑖𝑛 ∈  [−Vref/2, Vref/2] [1]. In Fig 3.2 

shown isthe transfer function 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡= 𝑓 𝑉𝑖𝑛   in this case. 

 

Figure 3.2. Transfer function curve for 1-bit stage. 

Finally, the digital code is obtained in this setup that comes directly from the concatenation of all 

B(i) bits The converted digital code becomes therefore 𝐵(1), 𝐵(2), 𝐵(3),….,𝐵(𝑁) (where -1s 

should considered as logic 0s). At each cycle, a single bit is extracted. This topology is also 

known as 1-bit per stage configuration. So any offset could push the transfer curve out of the full 

scale range and also lead to false conversions. Therefore, a highly accurate comparator and 

amplifier are required [11]. 

3.2 Mathematical Approach 
The major operation of Cyclic ADC is to generate the output residues from the input residue (or 

previous cycles output residue). So these output residues become the input of every upcoming 

cycle. The output residues should be large enough to fill up the input range of next cycles. 

Therefore, in order to better understand the operation of cyclic ADC, we can take a help from a 

Vref
Vin

_Vref

_Vref

0

Vout

Vref
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mathematical approach to easily understand this concept [12]. The equation below is a 

relationship between input and output residue. 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  = G ∙V–B ∙ 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓       (3.2) 

 where, 

   G = gain of the amplifier 

   B= digital decision 

Assuming an ideal approach, after performing N cycles, the cyclic ADC exhibits the following 

negative feedback loop relationship, 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  (N) =  𝐺𝑁 ∙ 𝑉  -  𝐺𝑁−1 + 𝐵(1) + 𝐺𝑁−2  ∙ 𝐵(2) +⋯+ 𝐺0 ∙ 𝐵(𝑁) ∙ 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓   (3.3) 

We can also predict the output code, 

𝑉

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
 =  

1

𝐺
∙ 𝐵(1) +

1

𝐺𝑁−1 ∙ 𝐵(2) +  …+
1

𝐺𝑁
∙ 𝐵(𝑁)  -  

1

𝐺𝑁
∙
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  (𝑁)

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
     (3.4) 

We can define the  
1

𝐺𝑁
∙
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  (𝑁)

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
  term of the equation as the quantization error, and the first code 

as the output code x: 

𝑥 =  
1

𝐺
 ∙ 𝐵(1) +  

1

G
 

2

∙ 𝐵(2) +… +  
1

G
 
𝑁

∙ 𝐵(𝑁)     (3.5) 

3.3 Flowchart Approach 
By using a cyclic ADC algorithm which is described in section 3.1 and N cycle residue 

generation which is derived in section 3.2, we can construct a flowchart easily. A flowchart is a 

good approach for understanding each step and behavior of the ADC. The Fig. 3.3 shows a 

flowchart of the cyclic ADC.  

At beginning, the first sample is taken from the applied input at 𝑖 = 1, than sampled voltage is 

compared with the threshold voltage, which in this case is set to be zero. After comparing the 

sampled voltage with the threshold voltage, a decision will be made. If the sampled voltage is the 

greater than threshold voltage, the loop will enter in YES branch and 𝑏𝑖 is set to 1 else loop will 

entered in NO branch and 𝑏𝑖 is set to -1 (in circuit design we will use 0 instead of -1). When the 

bit is decided, the reference voltage 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓   will be added or subtracted from twice of sampled 

voltage. If a bit is set 1, the reference voltage will be subtracted or if a bit is set -1, the reference 

voltage will be added. After adding or subtracting a new value of 𝑉 is generated. Now 𝑖 will be 

incremented by one in a loop. Which means now a loop will run for a new value of  𝑉. Before, 

new residue 𝑉 entered in a loop 𝑖 will be checked that if 𝑖 is not greater than total number of 
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cycle (or bits (N)). If it is smaller than a total number of cycle, the new residue 𝑉 will be entering 

in a loop. Then all previous steps will be followed on this residue 𝑉.  This process will continue 

till N cycles and with each cycle a bit and a residue is generated.  After aloop executes N times it 

will be terminated. 

 

Figure 3.3. Cyclic ADC flowchart. 

3.4 Modeling Approach 
To see how residue are generating we take an example, by modeling a flowchart in the 

MATLAB and see what will happen at every cycle? 

To make it more understandable, some changes are made in the (3.1). Instead of 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑖  and 𝑉(𝑖), 

we will use 𝑅𝑖+1and 𝑅𝑖  . 

𝑅𝑖  is the residue from the previous cycle. The first sample or residue is the input itself. Every 

new residue is come out from the following equation, 
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𝑅𝑖+1   =  2𝑅𝑖  -𝑏𝑖𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓       (3.6) 

where, 

𝑅𝑖+1 = next cycle residue  

𝑅𝑖      = previous cycle residue 

𝑏𝑖       = number of bit is equal to 0 or 1 

Suppose we have 16 cycles (N) and 𝑅𝑖  (𝑉 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑡)  is equal to 0.35 V (DC value) and  

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓  is equal to 0.6000. 

Table 3.1 shows the conversion steps of a number 0.3500, considering the reference by 0.6000. 

A first residue which is input itself is 0.3500. As 0.3500 is greater than the threshold voltage 

which is 0, so the bit will set 𝑏𝑖 to 1. Now we will generate a new residue 𝑅𝑖+1, by putting the 

value of 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖  and 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓  in equation (3.5) we will get, 

𝑅𝑖+1   =  0.7000 - 1*0.6000 

𝑅𝑖+1=  0.1000 

Now, a new residue is 0.1000, which is generated from the previous residue which was 0.3500. 

Now using this new residue will generate another residue for 𝑖 = 3. As 0.1000 is also greater 

than threshold voltage, so it will also set 𝑏𝑖  to 1. By putting this new value in (3.6), we will 

generate another residue, which will be -0.4000. For the next residue -0.4000 set 𝑏𝑖  to -1 and 

generate residue which is -0.2000. The process of calculating the residue will continues 16 times 

as we set 𝑖 =16.  The MATLAB code for generating residues is given in Appendix A. The value 

of generated residues till 16 cycles in given below in a Table 3: 

 

Cycle/Order 𝑖 𝑅𝑖 𝑏𝑖 
1 0.3500 1 

2 0.1000 1 

3 - 0.4000 - 1 

4 - 0.2000 - 1 

5 0.2000 1 

6 - 0.2000 - 1 

7 0.2000 1 

8 - 0.2000 - 1 

9 0.2000 1 

10 - 0.2000 - 1 

11 0.2000 1 

12 - 0.2000 - 1 
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13 0.2000 1 

14 - 0.2000 - 1 

15 0.2000 1 

16 - 0.2000 - 1 

Table 3.1.Algorithmic conversion of the number 0.35. 

Table 3.2 shows the conversion steps of a negative number -0.3500, keeping the reference the 

same as before. A first residue which isthe input, will generate new residues by comparing it 

with the reference voltage until we get 16 residues as we did before for a positive number. 

Cycle/Order 𝑖 𝑅𝑖 𝑏𝑖 
1 -0.3500 -1 

2 -0.1000 -1 

3 0.4000 1 

4  0.2000 1 

5 -0.2000 -1 

6  0.2000 1 

7 -0.2000 -1 

8  0.2000 1 

9 -0.2000 -1 

10  0.2000 1 

11 -0.2000 -1 

12  0.2000 1 

13 -0.2000 -1 

14  0.2000 1 

15 -0.2000 -1 

16 0.2000 1 

Table 3.2.Algorithmic conversion of the number -0.35. 

If the input is in the range of  −
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

2 ≥ 𝑉𝑖𝑛 ≤ +
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

2 the result will be satisfactory but the 

input goes beyond this range the result will be wrong. The maximum number can be 

chosen
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

2  andminimum can be chosen −
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

2 . 

3.5 Summary 
The basic of cyclic ADC is explained with different approaches. The cyclic ADC works based on 

a recursive algorithm. It requires N cycles for N bits, as it is a 1-bit/stage architecture. The input 

voltage changes at each cycle, butthe reference voltage remains constant. The main block of 

cyclic ADC is the residue amplifier, which subsequently generatesa new residue from the 
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previous output residue. The functionality of the cyclic ADC is explained in a flowchart. The 

modeling of flowchart shows how the residues are generated in the cyclic ADC architecture.  
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4. High-level Design and 

Simulation 

4.1 Introduction 
The objective of this section is to give a high-level overview of the cyclic ADC and its building 

blocks, which will be implemented in the presented project. The high-level simulation is 

performed by using the Cadence tool and all blocks are taken from its libraries. So in this 

chapter an ideal cyclic ADC is designed. Secondly some imperfections are introduced to see 

their effect on the performance of the converter.  

4.2 Block diagram 
Figure 4.1shows a block diagram of an ideal cyclic ADC, which is implemented in this section. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.Cadence implementation of Cyclic ADC. 

4.3 Fundamental Blocks for a Cyclic ADC 
The cyclic ADC consists of an analog signal loop which contains the following blocks: 
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 Sample and hold amplifier 

 Multiply by two amplifier 

 Comparator 

 Adder 

 Shift register 

 Switch(es) 

 

For high-level simulation, these blocks are taken from the Cadence library “ahdlLib” and these 

blocks are defined usingVerilog-A language. Some of the modifications are done to these blocks, 

so that they work according to project requirements.  

4.3.1 Sample and Hold 
A sample and hold circuit (S/H) is an analog device which is used to samples the applied input 

voltage and hold it as a constant value for a certain period of time. It is usually used in ADCs to 

eliminate variation in the input signal during the conversion that can corrupt the output of ADC. 

Sample and hold block takes an input sample when the clock is high and holds the value until the 

next clock cycle. The clock provides a series of values and stops the conversion once the 

voltages are equal, with a defined error margin. If the input signals values keep on changing 

during the comparison process, the resulting conversion would be incorrect and possibly 

completely not similar to the real input signal[12]. So avoid this problem the clock frequency 

should satisfy the Nyquist frequency. It means that the sampling frequency must be equal or 

greater than the twice input frequency. 

𝑓𝑠> 2𝑓𝑖𝑛       (4.1) 

As for high-level simulation, sample and hold block is taken from the Cadence library ahdlLib 

this block is in a VerilogA view. It has three terminals, two input terminals; clock(𝑣𝑐𝑙𝑘) and 

input signal (𝑣𝑖𝑛) and one output terminal (𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡) as shown in Fig. 4.2. 

 

  Figure 4.2.Sample and hold. 

At 𝑣𝑐𝑙𝑘 terminal, a clock is applied and at 𝑣𝑖𝑛 terminal an input signal is applied and whereas 

output is taken from 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡  terminal. It has one parameter 𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑘  which is a transaction 

voltage of the clock. For high-level simulation it is set to 300 mV, as amplitude of the clock is 

600 mV.  
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Figure 4.3. Simulation result of a sample and hold. 

4.3.2 Comparator 
A comparator is an electronic device which is used to compare two voltages and digital output 

signal shows which is larger. If the compared voltage is larger than its output value will be high 

else it will be low. 

As for high-level simulation, comparator block is taken from the Cadence built-in library 

"ahdlLib". Few changes are made in the verilog-a code of the comparator so, it works 

accordingly to the requirement of the thesis. In Cadence built-in library, a comparator block has 

only one output terminals. The new design as two output terminals and some new parameters. 

One output terminal has a poistive output and other has a negative output. It is modified because 

its control the reference voltage switches, which allow reference voltage to added or subtracted 

from the multiply-by-two-amplifier output and later when fully differential ADC is implemented 

this comparator design is used at first place. 

 

Figure 4.4. Comparator. 

The Fig 4.4, shows a comparator block, it has two input terminals, 𝑛𝑖𝑛 (negative terminal of 

input) and 𝑝𝑖𝑛 (positive terminal of input) and two output terminals, 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝 (normal output), 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛 (complementary output). The outputs of comparator will control reference switches, which 

is 1-bit DAC. It has the some parameters which should be set so comparator will work according 

to requirements. It parameters are shown in Table 4.1.  
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Parameters Values 

td (time delay) Between 0.5µs to 1µs 

VH(maximum output of the comparator) 1 

VL (minimum output of the comparator) 0 

Table 4.1.Parameters of a comparator. 

The Fig 4.5 shows the transisent reponse of the comparator, the input signal is compare with a 

zero therhold voltge level.  

 

Figure 4.5. Simulation result of a comparator. 

This ideal comparator can detect the input voltage from –Vddto +Vdd. The common-mode 

voltage of both inputs must remain same to guarantee the functionality of the device. In high-

level simulation the common-mode voltage and the reference voltage is kept zero. The 

simulation is carried out on input voltage range below than millivolts scale to verify the 

comparator performance on low voltages.  

 

Figure 4.5. Low voltage Range Test on Comparator. 

4.3.3 Multiply by two Amplifier 
Multiply-By-Two-Amplifier (MBTA) is an amplifier which gain is set to two, as for high-level 

simulation, the VCVS (Voltage Control Voltage Source) block is taken from the Cadence built-

in library „ahdlLib‟. The VCVS gain is set to 2, so it will act like an MBTA. It has two input 

terminals and two output terminals. It has many parameters, but two parameters which is 
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important to be set is voltage gain and time delay.The voltage gain is set to 2 and time delay is 

set between 0.5µs to 1µs. The VCVS block is shown in the Fig 4.6 below: 

 

Figure 4.6. VCVS Block (used as a multiply by two amplifier). 

 

Figure 4.7. Simulation result of MBTA. 

4.3.4 Adder 
In electronics, an adder is a digital circuit that performs addition of numbers.The two input adder 

is taken from Cadence built-in libaray ahdlLib. The adder block is shown in the Fig 4.8 below: 

 

Figure 4.8.Adder Block. 

It has two input terminal signin1 and signin2 and one output terminal is sigout. 

4.3.5 Shift Register 
A register that is designed to allow the bits of its contents are shifted to right or left. It is a 

cascade of flip flops, having same clock. In which the output of one flip flop is cascaded to the 

input of other. At each transmission of a clock, the bits are shifted to right or left. 
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Shift register can have both parallel and serial input and outputs. In this thesis we used serial in 

and parallel out (SIPO) shift register. The SIPO shift register is not a built-in block in the 

libraries of Cadence, so it has been implemented by using the D flip flops. The D flip flop are 

taken from Cadence‟s library ahdlLib. For simplicity of a design, a 3-bit SIPO shift register has 

designed as shown in the Fig 4.9. Later this block will be modified to have 8, 10 or 12 bit. 

 

 

Figure 4.9.Schematic of 3-bit Shift Register. 

As D flip flops are taken from the Cadence built-in library ahdlLib, their parameters should be 

set so the register will work accordingly to the requirements. It's parameters are set according to 

Table 4.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2.Parameters of Shift Register. 

d0

d1

d2

Vin

clk

Vin

clk

Clk

vclk
Vin

Vin_d

D

CLK Q

Q-

Clk

vclk

vout_q vin_d

Vout-qbar

Clk

vclk

vout_q vin_d

vout_qbar

Vout_qbar

vout_q

CLK

D

Q

Q-

CLK Q

Q-D

Parameters Values 

Vlogic_high 0.6  [V] 

Vlogic_low 0 [V] 

Vtrans_clk 0.3 [V] 

Vtrans 0.3 [V] 

Tdel 0 [ps] 

T rise 1 [ps] 

T fall 1 [ps] 
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After creating the symbol of3-bit shift register, it will look like as shown in Fig 4.10 below; 

 

Figure 4.10. 3-bit Shift Register Block. 

The register has two input terminals clk (clock) and 𝑉𝑖𝑛  (input signal), which also has three input 

terminals d0, d1 and d2 (3-bits). After three transitions of the clock, three bits will be generated. 

4.3.6 Switch 
The ideal switch is taken from the ahdlLib library of Cadence for high-level simulation. Its 

parameters are set according to Table 4.3.  

Parameters Values 

Open switch resistance 1T ohms  

Close switch resistance  1 ohms 

Open voltage 0 

Closed voltage 1.2 

Table 4.3. Parameters of switch. 

In this high-level simulation two input and two reference switches are used as following: 

Switch 1 (S1) for input voltage, 

Switch 2 (S2) for loop voltage, 

Switch 3 (S3) for negative reference voltage, 

Switch 4 (S4) for positive reference voltage. 

4.4 Clock 
The clocks designing is an important phase in digital circuits. There are several clocks are used 

to enable blocks in cyclic ADC. In high-level simulation switches, sample-and-hold and shift 

register block are controlled by different clocks. 

Following are the name of the clocks, which are used in this design of cyclic ADC. 
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 Clk 

 𝑉𝑖𝑛  _ clk 

 𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑙𝑘 

 

Figure 4.11. Clocks. 

4.4.1 Clk 
This clock is running at frequency of 1 MHz. This clock is controlling the sampling of the input 

signal. It can also be called a sampling clock. The time period of this clock is calculated below. 

𝑇 =  
1

𝑓
      (4.2) 

𝑇 =  
1

1 × 106
 

𝑇 = 1𝜇𝑠 

 

Figure 4.12.Sampling Clock. 

4.4.1 Vin_clk 
𝑉𝑖𝑛_ clk is used to control the input. It set high for the first cycle of the Clk and set low until N 

cycles of Clk . After N+1 cycles of Clk are completed, it will again set to high on the upcoming 

cycle of Clk and it also again set low for another N cycles of Clk and so on. This clock is 
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connected to a switch (S1), by whom the input signal is controlled. S1 will only allow the sample 

of input when the 𝑉𝑖𝑛_ clk is high. The Fig 4.13 below shows waveform of 𝑉𝑖𝑛_ clk. 

 

Figure 4.13. 𝐕𝐢𝐧_ clk. 

4.4.3 Loop_clk 
𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑙𝑘 is a complementary of the 𝑉𝑖𝑛  clk. It is set low at first cycle of the Clk and set high 

until N cycles of the Clk. After N+1 cycles of Clk are completed, it will again set to low on the 

upcoming cycle of Clk and also again set  high for another N cycles of Clk and so on. This clock 

is used to control the switch (S2), by whom the loop voltage (residue output) is controlled. S2 

will only allow a loop voltage, when the 𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑙𝑘 is high. The Fig 4.14 below shows waveform 

of 𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑙𝑘 . 

 

Figure 4.14.Loop_clk. 

4.5 Modeling of imperfections 

4.5.1 Comparator Limited Gain Testing 
An ideal comparator, static transfer characteristic is given by 𝑥 = 𝑥+(t) – 𝑥−(t) and 𝐸𝑂𝐻  and - 

𝐸𝑂𝐿  are voltage levels, which corresponds to the logic one and zero, respectively. From here, we 

will assume that comparator inputs and outputs are voltages.  
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Figure 4.15. Voltage gain of an ideal comparator. 

It is seen from Fig4.5 that an ideal voltage comparator has an  infinite voltage gain around the 

threshold value of the differential input x. Obviously this cannot be achieved by any real device. 

A better approximation of the comparator static transfer characteristics is shown in Fig 4.16. 

 

Figure 4.16. Voltage gain of an actual comparator 

The transfer characteristic is assumed to have a finite static gain 𝑘𝑠, around its threshold voltage 

that is assumed to be affected by some offset voltage (𝐸𝑜𝑠). Due to this non-linear characteristic, 

the minimum value of the resolution, called static resolution, is 

𝜉𝑠𝐸𝑜𝑠  + 
𝐸𝑂𝐻  +  𝐸𝑂𝐿

2𝑘𝑠
𝐸𝑜𝑠  + 

𝐸𝑂𝐻

𝑘𝑠
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑂𝐿 𝐸𝑂𝐻    (4.3) 

By including this module, the random nature of offset is accounted, and it has been considered 

that the shaded transition interval is symmetrical around the input offset. For any input level 

inside the interval -𝜉𝑠, 𝜉𝑠], the comparator digital output state is uncertain. Otherwise, any input 

outside this interval, called an overdrive, generates a correct digital state at the comparator 

output.  

An ideal comparator Verilog-A model based on Cadence library ahdlLib is used. The comparator 

voltage transfer function is modelled as a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) in the time domain. The 
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slope parameter is used for DC-gain modeling. The Verilog-A code for comparator voltage 

function is provided in Appendix A. 

By varying the slope (finite static gain 𝑘𝑠) in the comparator test bench, the gain limitation can 

be examined. The Fig 4.7 shown below, shows the effect of a limited gain of a comparator on the 

SNDR of the cyclic ADC. 

 

Figure 4.17. Limited gain comparator vs SNDR. 

The basic function of a comparator is to provide high gain but this gain can be limited by some 

factors. To minimizing the limit gain effect of a comparator, a preamplifier is used. The 

preamplifier reduces the input offset voltage of the comparator, so that the remaining offset is 

due to the preamplifier only. The 20dB, 40dB and 60dB gain preamplifier is used before the 

comparator which minimizes the requirement of a design as shown from Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 

4.20. 

 

 

Figure 4.18. 20dB gain Preamplifier before a limiting gain comparator. 
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Figure 4.19. 40dB gain Preamplifier before a limiting gain comparator. 

 

Figure 4.20. 60dB gain Preamplifier before a limiting gain comparator 

4.5.2 Comparator Output Offset Voltage Testing 
There is an output offset voltage error in comparator. It is a constant difference, over the whole 

range of the ADC.To model this nonlinearity in the high level model, a dc source is added in 

series with anoutput of the comparator. This nonlinearity will affect the desire voltage levels of 

ADC. To see this effect an ideal DAC of 8-bit is used from Cadence library. The actual output 

transfer curve and the ideal output transfer curve output from DAC is shown in the Fig 4.21.  

 

Figure 4.21. Comparator offset error. 
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A red waveform shows the output transfer curve, which is shift up by an output offset error in a 

comparator and a blue waveform shows an ideal output transfer curve without any output offset 

in a comparator. The comparator output offset error can be eliminated, by measuring a reference 

point and subtracting that value from future samples. 

4.5.3 Comparator Input Offset Voltage Testing 
The requirements of a comparator are speed and accuracy, but there is always a tradeoff between 

speed and accuracy, the larger the speed the less the accuracy. For some analog circuits, there is 

a tradeoff between the occupied chip area and power consumption. According to the requirement 

of this project, the comparator size is kept small, so its offset voltage can be significant due to the 

possible transistor mismatch. Fortunately, this offset does not affect the overall linearity as it 

adds to the output result so that all the measured values are changed by the same value, as shown 

in Fig 4.21. The input offset voltage effect on a high-level model of a comparator is modelled by 

varying an additional voltage source in series with a one of the inputs of comparator. The effect 

of input offset voltage on SNR of the 10-bit cyclic ADC is illustrated in Fig 4.22.    

 

Figure 4.22. Effect of offset voltage of a comparator on SNR of a 10-bit Cyclic ADC. 

As it shown from the plot, the ADC SNDR is sensitive to the comparator input offset voltage. 

Therefore, offset cancellation or calibration technique must be used to maintain the ADC 

performance. In this project, a preamplifier is used for cancellation of the comparator offset. The 

preamplifier boosts the input signal, while the latch (the actual comparator) boosts the output of a 

preamplifier up to a desired level. By using a preamplifier of less than 30dB DC-gain the 

effective offset voltage is reduced 100 times so even for 50mV offset the SNDR is restored to 

61.1313dB. Figure 4.18 also shows that a gain of less than 20dB (offset reduced 10x) is 

sufficient to attain SNDR  59dB in this case.  

4.5.4 MBTA Limited Gain Testing 
In this design, the most critical block is the Multiply-By-Two-Amplifier (MBTA). The main 

challenge is to maintain its gain at 2. If this gain is not maintained, the performance of the cyclic 

ADC will be badly affected. This effect is illustrated in Fig 4.23. The value 2.01 shows an 

overflow of ADC.  
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Figure 4.23. Loop gain error on 8-bit ADC performance. 

The loop gain error can largely limit or destroy the performance of the cyclic ADC. A switch 

capacitor technique is used while designing the MBTA. The traditional matching capacitor 

technique is not used, as it is not good enough in this case. Firstly it will limit the desired 

resolution of the cyclic ADC as shown in Fig 4.19 and secondly it will increase on chip area. The 

possible gain error can be eliminated by using a radioed capacitor technique providing thereby 

the exact gain value [25]. The details of this technique will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.6 Simulation and Results 
In this section, different simulation results of the cyclic ADC are presented. The simulation is 

conducted on Cadence Virtuoso Platform and MATLAB. The design performance of the 

cyclic ADC is verified, by performing various tests on it.The most important non-idealities are 

included in high level design to see their effects on the SNR of  cylic ADC. 

 Firstly a DC input 0.35 V is applied to this cyclic ADC design. As for simplicity 3-bit ADC is 

used, as it generates three residues for every sample of input. Later for 10-bits design, ten 

residues will be generated. The DC input voltage is the same, as used in the flowchart approach 

(chapter 3), so by comparing the first three generated values of Table 3.1 with the Fig. 4.24 green 

waveform, it is concluded that this design of cyclic ADC is working correctly. 

 

Figure 4.24. Response of cyclic ADC for DC value. 
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The coding scheme of the 3-bit Cyclic ADC can be calcluated as follow, 

𝑁 =  2𝑀 − 1      (4.4) 

    where,  

M = Resolution of ADC in bits. 

N = Quantization levels (Codes). 

 The ADC voltage resolution is equal to its overall voltage measurement range divided by the 

number of discrete values,  

𝑄 =  
𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅

2𝑀
      (4.5) 

   where, 

𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅 = full scale voltage range 

M = Resolution of ADC in bits 

𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅  is calculated as  

𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅 =  𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐻𝑖𝑔  −  𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑤     (4.6) 

where, 

𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐻𝑖𝑔  = upper value of voltage range 

𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑤 = lower value of voltage range 

Now, we calculate the resolution and voltage resolution for 3 bit cyclic ADC by using equations 

(4.3), (4.4) and (4.5).  

𝑁 =  2𝑀 − 1 

23 −  1 = 7 

𝑁 = 7 

So ADC has 7 quantization levels or codes.  

The full scale voltage range is  𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅 =  𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐻𝑖𝑔  −  𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓𝐿𝑜𝑤  

      𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅 = 300𝑚𝑉 − (−300𝑚𝑉) 

      𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅 = 600𝑚𝑉 
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So the full scale voltage range is 600𝑚𝑉. 

The ADC voltage resolution is  𝑄 =  
𝐸𝐹𝑆𝑅

2𝑀
 

𝑄 =  
600𝑚𝑉

8
 

𝑄 =  75𝑚𝑉 

In Table 4.4 shows the code of 3 bit Cyclic ADC and their respective voltage levels, 

N Codes Voltages 

0 000 0𝑉 

1 001 75𝑚𝑉 

2 010 150𝑚𝑉 

3 011 225𝑚𝑉 

4 100 300𝑚𝑉 

5 101 375𝑚𝑉 

6 110 450𝑚𝑉 

7 111 525𝑚𝑉 

Table 4.4. 3-bit Cyclic ADC Codes and respective voltage levels. 

Now,3-bit cyclic ADC is simulated to verify its voltage level as calcluated in Table 4.4.A ramp 

signal varying from 0 to 600 mV within 500𝜇𝑠 is applied to 3-bit cyclic ADC.The respective 

results are presented in Fig 4.25.  

 

Figure 4.25. Voltage levels of 3 bit Cyclic ADC. 

Asinusoidal input signal of 10kHz and magnitude of 600𝑚𝑉 peak to peak with DC level of 

300𝑚𝑉 is applied to 3-bit Cyclic ADC. Figure 4.25 shows the respective input and output 

waveforms. As the 3-bit design has only 8 codes the output and input waveforms are quite  

different and the ADC SNDR is only 19.76dB. Anyway this result is also a good verification of 

the ADC model for the time-varying signals. 
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Figure 4.26. 3-bit output of Cyclic ADC for sinusoidal input. 

Another simulation is carried out with a sinusoidal inputis performed to show the effect of 

increased number of bits on the coversion. Figure 4.27 shows a conversion of a sinusoidal input 

signal by using 8-bit model of the cyclic ADC. 

 

  Figure 4.27. 8-bit output of Cyclic ADC for sinusoidal input. 

The advantage attained by 8-bit resolution is evident from the respective plot. In this thesis, we 

will focus on the 10 bit cyclic ADC implementation.  

A numerical file with the output codes generated by the Cadence simulator is applied to Matlab 

to calculate the ADC performance parameters. The FFT of 8-bit and 10-bit cyclic ADC is shown 

in Fig 4.28 and Fig 4.29, respectively. Only quantization noise is considered in this case. The 

attained SNDR are 49.7812dB and 61.1324dB, respectively, that reflects the physical limit of a 

perfect ADC with respect to the number of bits. 
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  Figure 4.28. Frequency Response of 8 bit cyclic ADC. 

ENOB 7.9769 

SNDR 49.7812 dB 

Table 4.5. 8-bit Cyclic ADC performance parameters. 

 

Figure 4.29. Frequency Response of 10-bit cyclic ADC. 

ENOB 9.863 

SNDR 61.1324 dB 

Table 4.6. 10-Bit Cyclic ADC performance parameters. 

4.7 Summary 
The high-level model of the cyclic ADC is designed using the Cadence library built-in blocks.  

Various building blocks are required for its implementation. A sample-and-hold block is used to 

eliminate the variation in input signal by maintaining an input sample level for a certain period of 

time. A comparator is used to compare the input sample with the provided reference voltage and 

generates digital output of it. The digital output is stored in a shift register. A VCVS block is 

used to get a functionality of the multiply-by-two-amplifier (MBTA), which amplified a sample 
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input by a factor of two. An adder is used to add positive or negative reference voltage to the 

amplified sample output and new residue is generated, which become an input for the next cycle. 

This process will continue until N-bits are obtained. 

The simulation results obtained firstly by 3-bit cyclic ADC and later by 10-bit the cyclic ADC. 

The voltage level of 3-bit cyclic ADC comes out the same as it was calculated. Various tests 

have been performed to verify the performance of this design, this model works correctly. Each 

building block is also verified individually and they works correctly as well. 

Importantly, this model also enabled modeling of various side effects possible to occur in the 

ADC circuit, such as gain error in MBTA, offset voltage in MBTA and in the comparator, and 

also the limited gain of the comparator. The respective results are meaningful for the circuit 

implementation which is the next step in the project. 
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5. Circuit Level Design 
In this chapter, the circuit level implementation of the Cyclic ADC is presented. The ADC 

blocks are discussed at the transistor level. The OTA block is also discussed at high-level for 

convenience in ADC simulation. The circuit non-idealities which can limit the ADC 

performance are carefully considered at this design stage. 

5.1 Different Non-idealities 
Apart from the comparator inaccuracies and the loop offset error, there are also other 

imperfections that largely bound the performance of the cyclic ADC. The most important among 

them are: 

 Capacitor Mismatch Error 

 Thermal Noise 

 Finite gain error of op amps 

 Analog switch non idealities 

5.1.1 Capacitor Mismatch Error 
The component mismatches arise due to process variations and pose a serious problem by 

limiting the achievable resolution of the ADC. The capacitor mismatch is the most important 

among all the mismatches. 

The ratio between the sampling capacitor and feedback capacitor must be equal to 1, which is not 

true in practical cases. Due to this mismatch, a large number of errors are accepted. This 

mismatch can be modeled as: 

As we know the residue voltage provided by the gain stage, 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  =  1+
𝐶𝑠

𝐶𝑓
𝑉𝑖𝑛           (5.1) 

Let us assume there is a mismatch of C in both the capacitors, which can be modeled as 𝐶𝑠 = C 

C and 𝐶𝑓  = C ∓ C. Now the residue voltage is given by  

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  =  1+
𝐶𝑠

𝐶𝑓
∙ 𝑉𝑖𝑛  

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 2  1 ∓
𝐶

𝐶
 ∙ 𝑉𝑖𝑛                      (5.2) 

Due to this error, there can be discontent arises in the residue plot that gives rise to missing codes 

[13]. 
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We would like this error to be much less than 1 LSB. So, we have  

𝐶

𝐶


𝑉𝑓𝑠

2𝑛
                 (5.3) 

where,  

𝑉𝑓  = full scale range of the input 

Due to processing variation, percentage error must be less than above given error. Capacitor size 

must be large to minimize the error. On the other hand, large capacitors sizes are not always 

helpful as they can increase the area considerably. 

5.1.2 Thermal Noise 
In any SC implementation, thermal noise is the constant noise which sets the minimum sampling 

capacitor size. The noise voltage on the sampled capacitor is given by, 

𝑉𝑛2  =  
𝐾𝑇

𝐶
                    (5.4) 

Where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin and C is the size of 

the sampling capacitor. 

From the above equation shows the thermal noise is dependent on sampling capacitor size. The 

thermal noise is inversely proportional to the capacitor size. So if we set the thermal noise, for 

example as much as less than (say 10 times) 1 LSB we have, 

𝑉𝑛 0.1 ∙
𝑉𝑓𝑠

2𝑛
         (5.5) 

Solving the above 2 equation for𝐶𝑠, We have  

𝐶𝑠
22𝑛𝑘𝑇

0.001 ∙ 𝑉𝑓𝑠2
          (5.6) 

5.1.3 Finite Gain Errors of OTAs 
Finite gain is the most important parameter that can effects the ideal characteristics of the cyclic 

converter. This error occurs due to the DC gain of an op amp is finite. 𝐴𝑣 is the open loop DC 

gain of the Op-Amp. Then the closed loop gain G is given by, 

𝐺𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  = 
𝐴𝑣

1+ 
𝐴𝑣

1+ 
𝐶𝑠
𝐶𝑓 

         (5.7)  

where, 
1

1+ 
𝐶𝑠
𝐶𝑓 

 is the feedback factor „‟ 
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If 𝐶𝑠 = 𝐶𝑓 , then feedback factor is, 

1


 = 𝐺𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙  = 2 

The above equation also gives the ideal closed loop gain, when open loop DC gain is infinite. So 

the error occurs due to finite gain can be modeled as, 

𝐺𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 −𝐺𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝐺𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
 = 

𝐺

𝐺


1

𝐴𝑣
 

For large gains, 𝐴𝑣>> 1, so the gain error is  

𝐺

𝐺


1

𝐴𝑣
 

This error must be less than 1 LSB and 1 LSB is given by 

1LSB = 
𝑉𝑓𝑠

2𝑛−1 

This happened due to the time multiply by two operation is performed, already a digital bit is 

obtained. So we need to take into the account only the next bit resolution and is given by above 

equation. 

Now we need the gain error to be much less than (half) this bit resolution. 

𝐺

𝐺
 0.5 ∙

𝑉𝑓𝑠

2𝑛−1 

1

𝐴𝑣
 0.5 ∙

𝑉𝑓𝑠

2𝑛−1 

we know  = ½, so 

𝐴𝑣
2𝑛+1

𝑉𝑓𝑠
        (5.8) 

Along with the finite gain error, the op amp has the setting time and Gain-bandwidth product 

(GBW) requirement. These are also the important parameters that have an influence on the op 

amp performance and in turn on the ADC performance. The time constant „‟ of the dominant 

pole is computed as  

 = 
1

𝐺𝐵𝑊∙
         (5.9) 

So the closed-loop bandwidth 𝑓3−𝑑𝐵  which is inverse of the time constant is given by, 

𝑓3−𝑑𝐵  = GBW ∙       (5.10) 
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The settling time constant of the op amp is must be less than 1 LSB as in the previous case and is 

given by,  

𝑒−𝑡/𝑟<<
𝑉𝑓𝑠

2𝑛−1
        (5.11) 

where, 

t = 
1

2𝑓𝑠
 and 𝑓𝑠 is the sampling frequency. 

By solving the equations, we get the closed-loop bandwidth and GBW requirements [13] [14]. 

𝑓3−𝑑𝐵  = GBW ∙ 2∙ 𝑓𝑠-In(𝑉𝑓𝑠) + n-1 In2   (5.12) 

The setting time of N-bit ADC is given by [13]. 

𝑡𝑠 = 
1

𝑁∙𝑓𝑠
       (5.13) 

5.1.4 Analog Switch Non-Idealities 
In SC implementation, MOS transistors which are used as switches can arises clock feed through, 

charge injection and can show some nonlinear on resistance. 

Clock-feed through is the gate to source overlap capacitance of the MOS transistor. This can lead 

the error as the capacitance is double the clock signal to the signal path. This error is independent 

to the signal and is totally proportional to the MOS size. We can avoid from this error by using 

the fully differential configuration. 

Another source of error is charge injection. This error is caused by flow of charge into the source 

and drained terminals when the switch is turned OFF. This is signal dependent charge injection 

and is nonlinear. By using the transmission gate with dummy configuration, we can eliminate the 

problem.  Also, by using the bottom plate sampling technique makes the charge signal dependent 

and this can be easily removed by using differential configuration. 

MOS transistors can display some nonlinear ON resistance and which leads to signal dependent 

errors. By using the transmission gate, these errors can be suppressed.  

Bootstrapping method can also be used for the ADC with high resolution clock. Whereas, 

switching errors do not cause some significant errors and lot of techniques can be adopted to 

avoid these errors. 

5.2 Comparator 
The comparator is very important block of cyclic ADC, as resolution and speed are determined 

by it. The current sensing amplifier based comparator is implemented in this thesis, because at 
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low voltage it run fast and kick back effect is also better [15]. The sense amplifier has high input 

impedance and a strong positive feedback. The positive feedback is provided by two cross 

coupled inverters. The comparator used in this thesis is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Comparator. 

A differential input is applied to transistors M3 and M6 of comparator. Depending on differential 

input voltages, the output will be high or low. The comparator works in two phases, reset and 

evaluation phase. In reset phase, the clock is low, the output of cross couple inverters (M5, MO, 

M8, and M2) is reset to Vdd through the reset transistor (M4 and M9). In evaluation phase, clock 

is set to high, the differential input transistors (M3, M6) are turned on. The node between M3 

and M0 will discharge through transistor M3 and the node between M6 and M2 will discharged 

through transistor M6. The difference between differential inputs will build up cross transistor 

M3 and M6. When transistors M0 and M2 discharged about a threshold voltage (𝑉𝑡) under vdd, 

the NMOS M0 and M2 turn on and positive feedback is setup. When the voltage across the 

nodes between transistors M0, M1 and the node between transistors M2 and M6 become lower 

than 2𝑉𝑡  than Vdd. The PMOS transistors M5 and M8 are turned on. The small difference at 

differential input of the amplifier will result in a full swing differential output due to its strong 

feedback.  

In the current sense amplifier, there is only a short interval of time in which differential input 

voltage have the gain. In the low voltage designs, the time interval of an evaluation phase is even 
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shorter, due to this low amplification is achieved [15]. Although there is a tradeoff between 

evaluationtime and regeneration time.  

In order to get stable output from a comparator, an SR latch is used after each output of a 

comparator. The SR latch is implemented by using NOR gate as shown in a Fig. 5.2. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. S-R Latch using NOR gates. 

The transistor level implementation of SR latch is shown in a Fig 5.3. The high-level at terminal 

R of SR latch set the output Q to high and forces the output QN to low and the high-level at 

terminal S of SR latch set the output QN to high and forces the output Q to low. Therefore, one 

of the output is delayed by the other output. The delay of the output Q depends on the load at QN 

and delay of the output QN depends on the load at Q.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. SR Latch. 
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This designed comparator is tested by using simple test bench containing a supply and a clock. 

The input provided to comparator is ladder shaped. The input is generated by using a triangular 

shaped pulse followed by an ideal sample and hold block. For every input sample, the 

comparator is active and give the output value, which is high or low. For ideal comparator, all 

input samples below the threshold voltage, the output value is high and for all values greater it 

gives high output. The simulation result from this test bench is shown in Fig 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4. Transient response of comparator. 

The comparator is behaving fine but taking the device parameter mismatching into account. This 

behavior might randomly change, that means comparator output might be low for input greater 

than the threshold voltage or high for input less than the threshold. The behavior of comparator is 

depended on it device parameter matching. To see this effect, slight changes are made in 

previous test bench of a comparator. An error input signal is added with comparator‟s input and 

keeping other parameters to their normal values. At different error input, the total performance of 

a cyclic ADC is measured in terms of itsSNDR. The plot shows the relation between error 

voltage across comparator and SNDR of ADC.  

 

Figure 5.5. Effect of error voltage in comparator on 8-bit ADC performance. 
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The latch comparator has a drawback of offset voltage caused by transistor mismatch [16], as it 

is seen from the plot. As the voltage levels are low so it will be effective by kickback noise and 

dc offset. To avoid this a preamplifier is used before comparator. The basic principle of using it 

is to amplify the input and then feed it to a comparator. The preamplifier helps to increase the 

speed of the comparator because the larger the difference between two signals, the shorter the 

decision time of the comparator [17]. The preamplifier is shown in Fig. 5.6. It has a gain of 

22.98dB as shown in Fig 5.7.  

 

 

  Figure 5.6. Preamplifier. 

 

Figure 5.7. Simulation result of a preamp latch comparator. 
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5.3 Operational Transconductance Amplifier 

(OTA) 
Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) is an important building block. As it is a part of 

residue amplifier and sample and hold amplifier. It should have enough gain for getting the 

desiredSNDR. An ideal OTAand transistor level OTAis designed and also ideal switches and 

transistor level switches are also designed in this chapter. Firstly we used ideal OTA and ideal 

switches for residue amplifier and sample and hold. Later the ideal OTA is replaced with the 

transistor level OTA and the ideal switches are replaced by transmission gates. Then both ideal 

and transistor-level circuits are compared.  

5.3.1 High-levelOTA design 
This OTA is design by using the VCVS source, resistance, capacitance and a buffer. This OTA 

has no finite gain error and the gain can be changed by changing the value of a resistance and 

transconductance. The Fig 5.6 shows a differential ideal OTA.  

 

 

Figure 5.8.Ideal differential OTA model. 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 6.02 ∙ 𝑁 + 1.76     (5.14) 

where,  

N = number of bits. 

From equation (5.14), we know that 10-bit cyclic ADC has ideally SNR close to 62dB. By using 

an ideal OTA and ideal switches, the cyclic ADC is simulated. To see the effect of limited gain 
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of OTA on the performance (SNDR) of cyclic ADC. A plot is plotted between gain and SNDR, 

which is shown below in Fig 5.9.  

It can be concluded from the below graph to achieve a good performance of 10-bit cyclic ADC, 

the OTA gain has to be above 70dB.  

 

Figure 5.9.Gain vs SNDR of 10-bit cyclic ADC 

Also the thermal noise of OTA is modeled to see its effect on the ADC performance. We choose 

input referred -70dBV white noise for OTA. It corresponds to two stage transistor OTA model. 

Asthis noise is modeled as 𝑘𝑇 𝐶 . 

𝑉𝑜,𝑛
2 =  −70𝑑𝐵𝑉 
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𝐶 =  42𝑓𝐹 

To avoid folding of a signal we will limit the bandwidth to 𝑓𝑠/2 
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𝑅𝑛 =  
1

2𝜋 ∙ 0.5 ∙ 106  ∙ 42 ∙ 10−15
 

𝑅𝑛 =  7.5𝑀Ω 

WhereRn presents a resistance providing -70dBV noise on the capacitor C connected to the OTA 

input. By varying the capacitor value the OTA input noise level can be modeled. The input noise 

does affect the performance of this cyclic ADC design as shown from a plot in Fig.5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10. Effect of noise on the performance of cyclic ADC. 

The SNR of the 10-bit ADC is also calculated by the following equation,  

SNR = 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒       (5.15) 

𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒=  SNR− 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙  

The SNR of 10-bit ADC is 61.92dB. The input is 600mV, sothe power of this signalin decibel 

will be -4.45dB.  

𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒  = - 67dBV 

All ADCs have a certain amount of input-referred noise, if the input-referred noise power remain 

below then -67dBV than this cyclic ADC will not affect by the input-referred noise.  

5.3.2 Transistor Level OTA 
In this thesis the telescopic architecture is used, it is the simplest version of a single stage OTA. 

At common gate stages, the differential input pair is injected. Due to this, the circuit achieves the 

differential to single ended conversion with a cascade current mirror. Keep in mind that the 

transistors are placed on the top of other to create a telescopic composition. A resistance of small 

signal at the output node is quite high, so this is called the parallel connection of two cascade 

configurations. This high resistance is helpful the small signal gain without limiting the circuit 

functional, when we need a require OTA function. 

By checking of the circuit one finds the low frequency small signal differ entail gain. 
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𝐴°𝑔𝑚𝑙
𝑟𝑑𝑠8𝑔𝑚6𝑟𝑑𝑠6𝑟𝑑𝑠2𝑔𝑚4𝑟𝑑𝑠4

𝑟𝑑𝑠8𝑔𝑚6𝑟𝑑𝑠6𝑟𝑑𝑠2𝑔𝑚4𝑟𝑑𝑠4
      (5.16) 

It is proportional tothe square of the product of a transistor transconductance and an output 

resistance. And as expected, the telescopic cascade achieves a gain which is as same as one of 

the two stages of architecture. This design has a gain of 62dB and 10 MHz unity gain frequency 

as shown from fig 5.10.  

 

Figure 5.11. Gain of telescopic OTA. 

Moreover, by inspection of the circuit, one can observe that all the nodes, except for the output, 

shows a pretty low resistance. Assuming the capacitance affecting the given nodes all due to 

parasitic contribution, the resulting time is much less. 

Since the circuit shows one high impedance node only, due to this it is not possible to develop 

Miller effect to procure pole splitting. An output node permits the possible capacitance to make 

dominant pole loading and ensure stability. 

Accurate study of the frequency response is not done completely, the involvement of the analysis 

of a pretty complex equivalent circuit.  We expect that the transfer function has a higher order 

polynomial, as even we have different nodes. So we can gain an optimum negative swing 

(3𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 ,𝑛  𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒  𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  ), by keeping the common input common voltage as low as 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 ,9+ 𝑉𝐺𝑆2, 

which is approximately equals to 𝑉𝑇 ,𝑛  + 2𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡  [18]. For example a symmetrical output swing 

around 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥  and 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , the output common-mode voltage becomes, 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,𝐶𝑀𝑉𝐷𝐷+𝑉𝐵1 -𝑉𝑇 ,𝑛  - 𝑉𝑇 ,𝑝  - 2𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 ,𝑝     (5.17) 

Then for a typical design is quite a bit higher than 𝑉𝐵1. So the output common-mode is different 

from the input common-mode. In the some application of unity gain buffer configuration, it is a 

limit defines that we cannot attach telescopic cascade. An interesting feature of the telescopic 

cascade is that, only requires wires for the biasing, and the other two for 𝑉𝐵2. This actually more 

than the two stages amplifier that needs only one wire to be connected, but this is less than other 

stage architecture. Keeping a reduced wiring is important since it limits the area which is more 

important that prevents the possible spur injection.The Fig 5.12shows the telescopic OTA. As its 
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gain is not sufficient for 10-bit cyclic/algorithmic ADC, it is cascaded with common source 

amplifier. After cascading the gain of the final stage is 81.9dB and the unity gain frequency is 

19.92 MHz as shown in Fig. 5.13. 

 

Figure 5.12.Telescopic Cascade single stageOTA. 

 

Figure 5.13 Gain of 2-stage OTA. 

5.4 Switch-Capacitance Common-Mode 

Feedback (SC-CMFB) 
To set the common-mode voltage at half the supply voltage, the amplifier employs the switched 

capacitor common-mode feedback (CMFB). A double sampling CMBF circuit is used. Each unit 

capacitor having 𝐶𝑒1is around 50fF. 
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To check the certainty, according to 𝜔−3𝑑𝐵  , which the frequency of the main amplifier, the 

common-mode signal must be setting quickly to define the bias point for the differential mode 

signal. On the transconductance, the speed of the CMFB circuit depends on, and the bias 

transistor of CMFB signal fed back to. Although the bias transistor has a high overdrive voltage, 

the input-pair (𝑀1 and𝑀2) is still comparable with its transconductance because it is biased at 

twice the current. The 3-dB frequency of the CMFB circuit can be described as [19], 

𝜔−3𝑑𝐵 ,𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏  =𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏  . 𝜔𝑢 ,𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏  =
𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏

𝑔𝑚34
𝐶𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 ,𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏

    (5.18)  

where,  

𝜔𝑢 ,𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏  = unit gain band width of the common-mode loop, 


𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏

 = feedback factor 

𝑔𝑚34   = transconductance of the bias transistor, 

𝐶𝐿𝑒𝑓  𝑓 ,𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏  = common-mode load. 

The feedback factor 
𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏

is determined by the feedback capacitorand in this case it is 4. 𝐶𝑐  is the 

parasitic capacitance at the gate of the bias capacitance (𝑀3and𝑀4, and this is approximately 

to 𝐶𝑔𝑠34 , 


𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏  


4 ∙ 𝐶𝑐

4 − 𝐶𝑐  + 𝐶𝑔𝑠34
      (5.19) 

In this design, 𝐶𝑐  is chosen so that 
𝑐𝑚𝑓𝑏

 is 0.5, which is the compromise between the CMFB 

settling speed and the additional capacitive load which is presented to the amplifier. 

 

Figure 5.14. SC-CMFB 
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5.5 Sample and Hold Amplifier: 
Sample and hold amplifiers (SHAs) play an important role in designing analog to digital 

converters (ADCs) [16].  The resolution of open loop high speed SHA is limited to 8-10 bits, due 

to non-ideal effects of switches such as clock feedthrough and charge injection [20]. The 

resolution of closed loop high speed SHA is determined by the performance of the amplifier. The 

design of closed loop SHA is taken from [21] and did some changes to meet thesis requirements. 

The SHA used in this thesis is shown in Fig 5.15.  

To performing the sample and hold operation, the SHA stage works as charge redistribution 

architecture. This process is done in two clock phases:  

1. Sampling Phase 

2. Evaluation Phase 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Sample and hold amplifier. 

During the sampling phase, the input is sample onto the sampling capacitor 𝐶𝑠 and during the 

evaluation phase this charge is transferred onto the feed-back capacitor 𝐶𝑓  where it is held for 

that clock period. Therefore, the voltage gain is determined by the ratio of 𝐶𝑠 and 𝐶𝑓 , and this is 

usually unity for ADCs.   

In this design, charge injection due to sampling switching is eliminated by using bottom plate 

sampling technique. Bottom plate sampling is carried out by switches with the new clock phases 

ph1d and ph2d.  The ph2d clock phase is used for bottom plate sampling. The ph2d closed before 
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ph2. In this design, when both ph2 and ph2d are high, the output, 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝  and 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛  track the input 

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑝  and 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑛 . Then, ph2d goes from high to low, therefore turning the switch off control by it.  

At this time, the voltage across this node is 𝑉𝑐𝑚 . So the charge injection caused by this switch is 

signal independent and regarded as offset error voltage. It will be notice that a floating node is 

created at the bottom plate of 𝐶𝑠. By using this way, charge injection from sampling switch onto 

sampling capacitor is avoided. 

This designed sample and hold is tested by using simple test bench containing a supply and a 

clock. The input provided to sample and hold is sinusoidal and clock is operating on 1MHz. The 

simulation result from this test bench is shown in Fig. 5.16.  

 

Figure 5.16.Simulation result of Sample and hold Amplifier. 

For an analog signal the settling time in S/H circuit is really important. In order to avoid errors in 

the accuracy when processing analog signals, it is necessary to wait until the amplifier has settled 

to within a few tenths of percent of its final value. Longer settling time implies which reduces the 

rate of processing analog signals. A too large settling time creates errors in ADC conversion. 

This can be solved by reducing the ADC sample rate or by optimizing the sampling circuit. In 

particular, by reducing the output impedance of amplifier which drives the ADC the settling time 

can be reduced. 

The equivalent input tracking (sampling) circuit of the ADC is an RC circuit. The settling time is 

calculated in terms of its time constant. The necessary settling time should be estimated with 

respect the ADC accuracy specified as a fraction of the least significant bit (LSB). The LSB code 

width calculation is defined as 

LSB = 
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

2𝑁
      (5.20) 

Time t required for the sampledvoltage to settled within ¼ of LSB of an input 

V(t) = 𝑉𝑖𝑛  (1- exp(t/))                   (5.21) 
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t= ln  1 – 
𝑉 (𝑡)

𝑉𝑖𝑛
]∙        (5.22) 

To calculate the voltage to be within 1/10 LSB of the input voltage assuming a full scale input 

(𝑉𝑖𝑛= 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 ). 

𝑉 (𝑡) 1

10
𝐿𝑆𝐵

 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓  (1- 
1

2𝑁 ∙10
 )      (5.23) 

where,  

N = number ofADC bits 

Substituting equation (5.23) into equation (5.22) and again assuming a full scale input 

( 𝑉𝑖𝑛= 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 ), we obtain the following result  

t= -1n ( 
1

2𝑁 ∙10
 ) ∙  

Now for 10 bits Nis equal to 10,  

t= -1n ( 
1

1024 ∙ 10
 ) ∙  

t= 9.23 

The settling period is inversely proportional to the unity gain bandwidth.The settling time 

requirement is determined by the unity gain frequency of the op-amp used in S/H circuit. In 

general, the larger the unity gain frequency, the shorter the settling time. However, too large the 

unityfrequency will create noise aliasing effects into the switch capacitor system, while also 

dissipating extra power. To avoid an excessive noise aliasing effect the unity gain frequency is 

generally set to be about 10 times the sampling frequency of the targeted switch capacitor 

circuits [25]. 

The settling time is estimated, by varying the unity-gain frequency of the high gain OTA while 

the cyclic ADC is operating at 1 MHz sampling frequency. Figure 5.17 shows the relationship 

between the unity-gain frequency and SNDR.  

 

Figure 5.17.Effect of unity-gain frequency on the 10 Bit Cyclic ADC performance. 
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5.6 Residue Amplifier (MBTA) 
In the high-level model this amplifier is composed of multiply by two amplifier, an adder and 

DAC. This amplifier generates the residue signal which is required as the input to the next 

stage.The gain error in high-level model of MBTA has largely destroy the SNR of the cyclic 

ADC. This limitation is removed by using an operational amplifier, a ratio independent multiply 

function. During the integration phase, assuming the input signal will remain constant, the result 

of integrating input n times onto 𝐶𝑖would be, 

𝑉𝑜   = n
𝐶𝑠

𝐶𝑖
𝑉𝑖𝑛       (5.24) 

To obtain a capacitor ratio-independent multiplication, thesampling capacitor and the integrating 

capacitor are swapped. Due to this, the charge which was residing in 𝐶𝑖  is transferred back onto 

𝐶𝑠 and then result in an output voltage is equal to  

𝑉𝑜  =n𝑉𝑖𝑛       (5.25) 

The integrating capacitor functions purely as an intermediate storage for the charge sampled onto 

the sampling capacitor. If the amplifier settling time is half the clock cycle, then the 

multiplication required n clock cycles to complete. The design of a residue amplifier is adopted 

from [22] to meet the projectrequirements. The implemented residue amplifier is shown in Fig. 

5.18.  

 

Figure 5.18. Residue Amplifier. 

The residue amplifier consists of sampling and feedback capacitors along with the switches 

which perform sample and hold operation. In addition, the analog inputs come from the DAC 
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switches. They are connected to 𝐶𝑠 of the residue amplifier but in an evaluation phase. The input 

from the SHA stage is sampled onto the sampling and feed-back capacitors at the same instant 

and during the evaluation phase, the difference of the input signal from SHA and signal from 

DAC are transferred onto a feed-back capacitor. This operation performs the multiplication-by-

two and generates the residue.  

The sampling phase is ph1 and the evaluation phase is ph2. At sampling phase, the input is 

sampled onto both the capacitors 𝐶𝑠  and 𝐶𝑓 . At evaluation phase, an analog voltage from the 

DAC switch is sample onto 𝐶𝑠. At the same time, the charge on 𝐶𝑠is transferred onto 𝐶𝑓 . At the 

end of the evaluation phase the effective charge at the output is 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 2𝑉𝑖𝑛 −  𝑉𝑑𝑎𝑐       (5.26) 

In this way, the residual amplifier calculates the residual voltage. This voltage is transferred as 

the input to the next stage and consequently for the output bit calculation. The performance 

comparison of both of methods and design is shown in circuit performance. 

5.7 Two Phase Non-Overlapping Clock 

Generator 
The design of non-overlapping is adoptedfrom [23]. The non-overlapping clock generator is 

shown in Fig 5.19. This design generates totalof four clock phases. The two non-overlapping 

clock phases are generated as ph1 and ph2 with a 1800 phase shift from the main clock.  

 

 

Figure 5.19. Non-Overlapping Clock Phase Generator Design Block. 

 

To enable the bottom-plate sampling technique, two more clock phases are required. The delay 

clock signals ph1d and ph2d are generated also from the main clock. The clock signal ph1d 

closes before ph1 and in a similar way ph2d closes before ph2. The non-overlapping is tested 
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with the multiply-by-two amplifier and sample and hold design. Fig 5.20 shows that the sample 

and hold amplifier work fine on this non-overlapping clock. 

 

Figure 5.20. Clock phases showing phases used to implement cyclic ADC. 

5.8 Summary 
In this chapter the non-idealities are discussed, which can limit the performance of 1-bit or 1-

stage cyclic ADC. The main errors are comparator offset voltage and residue offset voltage. 

These errors are not eliminated completely, but it effect can be reduced. The device size is kept 

small as for requirements, so comparator experiences an input offset voltage. The thermal noise 

is a constant noise which limits the sampling capacitor size, to avoid its effect on the 

performance. The amplifier finite gain error and settling time can limit the performance of cyclic 

ADC. The switch non idealities can arise clock feed through and charge injection. The 

differential switches and bottom plate sampling is used to eliminate these limitations. 

The transistor level implementation of different blocks, which is used in cyclic ADC is also 

discussed. The two phase non-overlapping clock generator is designed and simulated. It has a 

complex, as it is generating 4 clocks, which is used for different blocks.  

The preamplifier latch comparator is designed and simulated. It device size had kept low to avoid 

the offset. The effect of offset on comparator has shown through a plot. To avoid offset, a low 

gain preamplifier is used. It amplified the input signal and then feed to comparator, which made 

easier for comparator to detect the difference. Due to this comparator speed has increased. The 

result showed this design is good and has a low offset. The comparison of the previous version 

and this has also showed.   

The residue amplifier is designed for generating residues for the next cycle. In high-level model, 

this residue amplifieriscomposed of an adder, multiply-by-two-amplifier and 1-bit DAC. It is 
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affected by a residue offset, which is eliminated to some extent by using bottom plate sampling 

and higher conversion rate.  

The sample and hold amplifier is designed and also simulated. This is a switch capacitor 

implementation technique. It comprises of a charge distribution scheme. The transmission gates 

are used as a switch, which limited the clock feeding and charge injection.  

The two stage amplifier is designed. This amplifier is a part of residue and sample and hold 

amplifier. Its gain is greater than 75dB, to get 10-bits. The first stage is telescopic OTA and 

second stage is common source amplifier. It suffersfrom some dc offset, so SC-CMFB circuit is 

used.  

A 1-bit DAC has a simple switch which does not affect the performance of the design.   
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6. Simulation and Results 
This chapter shows different simulation results of the cyclic ADC. Also high-level simulations 

results are compared with the transistor level results.  

Firstly, we tested different sampling frequencies on the cyclic ADC design to see their effect on 

the performance. From the performance parameter (SNDR) it turns out that the variations are 

negligible and the high-level and transistor-level simulation results are close. Table 6.1 shows 

the comparison of sampling frequencies. 

Sampling 

Frequency (Hz) 

SNDR(dB) ENOB 

500 K 59.1859 9.5392 

1 M 59.5121 9.5934 

3 M 59.5497 9.5996 

Table 6.1. Comparison of suitable sampling frequencies for cyclic ADC (transistor level). 

Sampling 

Frequency (Hz) 

SNDR(dB) ENOB 

500 K 60.4161 9.7435 

1 M 60.9023 9.8243 

3 M 61.4783 9.9200 

Table 6.2. Comparison of suitable sampling frequencies for cyclic ADC (high-level). 

The graph below shows the converted result of an input of 600mV at 500 KHz sampling 

frequency. The plot of transistor level and high-levelsample and hold amplifier and residue 

amplifier is also shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.1. Simulation results (from top conversion result, residue amplifier and sample and 

hold amplifier) of cyclic ADC of an input 600mV at 500 KHz sampling frequency (transistor 

level).  
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Figure 6.2. Simulation results (from top conversion result, residue amplifier and sample and 

hold amplifier) of cyclic ADC of an input 600mV at 500 KHz sampling frequency (high-level).  

The waveforms show the converted result of an input of 600mV at 1 MHz sampling frequency. 

The plot of transistor level and high-level sample and hold amplifier and residue amplifier is also 

shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.  

 

Figure 6.3. Simulation results (from top conversion result, residue amplifier and sample and 

hold amplifier) of cyclic ADC of an input 600mV at 1MHz sampling frequency (transistor level).  

 

Figure 6.4. Simulation results (from top conversion result, residue amplifier and sample and 

hold amplifier) of cyclic ADC of an input 600mV at 1MHz sampling frequency (high-level).  
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The waveform show the converted result of an input of 600mV at 3 MHz sampling frequency. 

The plot of transistor level and high-level sample and hold amplifier and residue amplifier is also 

shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6.  

 

Figure 6.5.Simulation results (from top conversion result, residue amplifier and sample and hold 

amplifier) of cyclic ADC of an input 600mV at 3MHz sampling frequency (transistor level).  

 

Figure 6.6. Simulation results (from top conversion result, residue amplifier and sample and 

hold amplifier) of cyclic ADC of an input 600mV at 3MHz sampling frequency (transistor level).  

 

Figure 6.7. Frequency response of 10-bit cyclic ADC. 
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The frequency response of high-level and transistor level is also compared in Fig 6.8. The 

transistor level has terminal noise which affect it performance a little bit as compared to high-

level design.  

 

Figure 6.8. Frequency response of 10-bit cyclic ADC of high-level and transistor level design. 

The input offset voltage is defined in this case as the voltage that must be applied between the 

two input terminals of the op-amp to obtain zero volts at the output. Ideally when the inputs are 

grouped, the outputs of the op amp should be at zero volts. In reality at dc potentials, the input 

terminal are slightly different.  𝑉𝑖𝑜  is symbolically represented by a voltage source that is in 

series with either the positive or negative input terminal. This can be either positive or negative 

in polarity, varying from device to device. 

𝑉𝑖𝑜  is considered to be a dc error and is available from the moment when the power is applied 

until it is turned off, with or without an input signal. It takes placeduring the biasing of the op-

amp and its effect can only be reduced, not eliminated. 

The causes of an input offset are well known, during the fabrication of a silicon, it happens due 

to the inherent mismatch of the input transistors and component. And stresses placed on the die 

during the packaging process. By collectively these effects produce a mismatch of the bias 

currents which flows through the input circuits, and primarily the input devices, which results in 

the voltage differential at the input terminal of the op-amp. With modem manufacturing 

processes𝑉𝑖𝑜  has been reduced through increased matching and improved packages materials and 

assembly. 

The input offset voltage is a common dc parameter in OTA. To see it effect on the performance 

of a cyclic ADC, it is modeled at the input of high-level OTA.  As cyclic ADC has two 

amplifiers one is a sample and hold amplifier and second is multiple-by-two amplifier, so input 

offset is modeled individually and see it effect of the cyclic ADC performance.  In Fig.6.9, the 

input offset is modeled at sample and hold amplifier input and in Fig.6.10 the input offset is 

modelled at multiply-by-two amplifier input. The inputs offset of sample and hold amplifier 

should be minimized, as its output is feed to the multiply-by-two amplifier and desired output 
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from multiply-by-two amplifier can be effective. In Fig 6.11 the input offset is modelled at the 

preamplifier input.The ADCis almost insensitive to the preamplifier offset up to 10 mV.  

 

Figure 6.9. Effect of input offset voltage of Sample and Hold Amplifier.  

 

Figure 6.10. Effect of input offset voltage of Multiply-by-two Amplifier.  

 

Figure 6.11. Effect of input offset voltage of Comparator.  
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7. Conclusion and Future 

Work 
This chapter presents the summary of thethesis work and some possible future work.  

7.1 Conclusion 
Analog to digital converters (ADCs) are required, as it is important to convert signal experienced 

in an analog world to a format which can understandable by digital systems for post processing 

and retrieving information and making a decision. So it means the ADC is a fundamental block 

of almost every electronic system.   

Testing an analog circuitry is a time consuming and expensive task, as they tested by 

functionality. To resolve this problem a built-in-self-testing technique is used. Where an ADC is 

implemented on a chip along with any digital system. Where both testing and stimulus 

generation are performed on the chip. After testing this ADC, will be no longer a part of digital 

system. So main constraint of designing this ADC is a small area.  

There are many ADC architectures available in a market. The SAR ADC can have capacitors 

overhead, which can become a reason for its larger area. Pipelined ADC is amultistage 

architecture, which increasesthe chip area. Cyclic ADC has no binary weighted capacitors array 

and it reuses the hardware resources, so it makes a good choice for this thesis project.  

In this thesis, a cyclic ADC has been modeled at two abstraction levels. These are high-level 

model and transistor level model. In high-level model has designed by ideal blocks, which has 

fewer non-idealities and limitations. On the other hand, transistor level model has designed by 

transistor in 65nm CMOS technology. The high-level models has better results than transistor 

model, as it does not experience any non-idealities and design limitations.  

In cyclic ADC shift capacitor and non-overlapping technique is used. This technique had 

stringent requirements on slew rate and setting time of op-amp. This technique is more power 

efficient at the lower sampling rates. As the input amplitudes are low, so it can limit the speed of 

comparator. A preamplifier with a gain of 22.98 dB has used before the comparator, which help 

comparator to take decision clearly, correctly and faster. As devices size in comparator has kept 

low, so it is not effective by voltage offset.  

In cyclic ADC two blocks have requirement of an amplifier. These blocks are a residue amplifier 

and a sample-and-hold amplifier. In this thesis two stage amplifier has designed (first stage is 
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telescopic OTA and 2 stage is common source amplifier).  It has a gain of 81.9dB and unity gain 

frequency is 19.9MHz. 

This design of cyclic ADC has been verified by a DC, AC and a ramp signal. Through these 

tests,a rough idea can be extract that what happening with the ADC and what considerations can 

be taken to improve its performance? The cyclic ADC is also verified in terms of static and 

dynamic characteristic of ADC. FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) analysis had carried out using 

coherent sampling phenomenon to minimize the spectrum leakage. After performing different 

kind of tests, it is verified that this design is suitable for 10-bit cyclic ADC. 

7.2 Future Work 
There are various possibilities of improving the design of this cyclic ADC. Apart from these 

improvements, there is some left work has to be done.   

 The schematic design of cyclic ADC has to be laid out. The layout of cyclic ADC 

involves the design of all blocks such as analog switches, comparator, amplifier and 

clock generator. Once the layout is completed, ADC‟s performance will be verified again.  

 The OTA design has some DC offset, so its performance is not up to the level. Some 

good common-mode feedback design has required.  

The future work in terms of the improvement of a design is   

 To decrease the area of cyclic ADC, as the OTA has a larger area in the design. In this 

design, the one OTA is shared by residue amplifier and sample and hold amplifier. It can 

be possible if both blocks are operating on different clock phases. In this way, one OTA 

can be reused. But a care should be taken as there are other factors which can limit the 

performance of the design. 

 To increase a speed of cyclic ADC, on slightly less area than the designed one. A two 

stage cyclic ADC can be used as it requires half the number of clock cycles to obtain N-

bits. Area remains the same, as in this technique the sample and hold amplifier can be 

eliminated. This is due to a fact that residue amplifier of next stage act as sample and 

hold amplifier for the following stage residue amplifier and vice versa.   
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9. Appendix A 
 

MATLAB code for cyclic conversion of the DC number. 

clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

Vin=V; 

code= code; 

number of bits = N;; 

reference voltage = Vref; 

Code_level=Vref/code 

for i = 1:N 

if V >= 0 

b(i) = 1; 

V = 2*(V-Vref/4); 

else 

b(i) = 0; 

(i); 

V = 2*(V+Vref/4); 

end 

bit_i = b(i); 

LV(i)=V; 

end 

for j = 1:N 
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B=b(j) 

V=LV(j) 

end 

i = 1:N; 

b(i) 

LV(i)  
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VerilogA Code for comparator transfer characteristic  

// model of comparator with continous transfer function 

 

module continous_comparator(in,ref,out) 

 input in,ref; 

 output out; 

 voltage in,ref,out; 

 parameter real output_high = 1; 

 parameter real output_low = 0 from (-inf:output_high); 

 parameter real slope = 1k from (0:inf); 

 real vth; 

 analog 

   begin 

     if (analysis("static")) 

     begin 

       @(initial_step) 

       begin 

vth = (output_high +output_low)/2; 

       end 

     end 

     V(out) <+ vth * tanh(slope*V(in,ref)) + vth; 

   end 

endmodule 

 

 


